
GURU GOBIND SINGH PUBLIC SCHOOL 
SECTOR V/B,B.S.CITY 

REVISION ASSIGNMENT FOR HALF YEARLY EXAMINATION (2019-20) 

 
CLASS: 5     SUBJECT: COMPUTER    

                                                    
 
 INSTRUCTION: 

 Learn and write all the questions.  

 All the questions are mandatory. 

 Question No: 1 to 4 carry 1 mark each. 

 Question No: 5 & 7 carry 2 marks each. 

 Question No: 8 carry 1 mark each. 
 

 

1) Fill in the blanks with appropriate words :-       

a) A group of eight(8) bits is called a ________________. 

b) A computer enables to save the records of ___________&____________. 

c) Data is a collection of ________________. 

d) _____________ is developed for a specific use and is meant for a specific organization. 

e) ______________is used to scan corrupted and damaged files or bad sectors in the hard disk. 

f) _____________ helps to clean and clear the virus from disk 

g) Linux is a _____________ operating system. 

h) Operating system is also called as_____________. 

i) _____________ shows the slide one after another on the full screen. 
j) ___________ display the slide of a presentation in standard form. 

 
2) Match the following: -(Do side by side matching)      

a)   CD/DVD    Open Office 
b)   Custom Animation  Collection of sound, video, picture, etc. 
c) Impress    Emphasis 
d) Multimedia   .odp 
e) Package    Circular in Shape 

 

3) State True or False:-            

a) Blue-Ray disk can store 50 GB of data.       
b) Presentation is displayed in a fixed sequence on the computer screen or through a projector.  
c) Slide transition and slide show have same function. 
d) By clicking on ‘Apply’ button the effect is applied to all the slide.   

e) The box in the layout that contains text or objects is called ‘Title’.   
f) RAM holds the data permanently.  

 

4) Expand these Abbreviations: -        

a) GB  b)CDAC  c) TB  
 

5) Write one example for the following terms:-       
a) Language processor  (b) Presentation package        



 
 
 
 

6) Write Short notes on:-          

 a) Hard disk 
 c) Slides 
 d) Animation 
 e) Trash 

      f) Slide Show 
     g) Slide Transition 

 
 

7) Answer the following question:        
a) What is secondary Memory? 
b) How presentation package is helpful? 

   c)   What is a ‘Language processor’? 

   d)   What is an Operating system? 
   e)   What are templates? 
   f)    What is Main Menu Button? 
   g)   What are to be inserted to make presentation more effective and attractive? 
 
 

8) Draw &Label the parts of Open Office Impress properly :-      
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